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The #1 bestselling chapter book series of
all time celebrates 25 years with new
covers and a new, easy-to-use numbering
system! Jack and Annie are on a mission to
save Merlin from his sorrows! The brotherand-sister team travel back in the magic
tree house to the period known as the
Renaissance. This time, Jack and Annie
will need more than a research book and a
magic wand. They'll need help from one of
the greatest minds of all time. What will
they learn from Leonardo da Vinci?
Formerly numbered as Magic Tree House #38,
the title of this book is now Magic Tree
House Merlin Mission #10: Monday with a
Mad Genius. Did you know that there’s a
Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic
Tree House: Adventures with Jack and
Annie, perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions:
More challenging adventures for the
experienced reader Super Edition: A longer
and more dangerous adventure Fact
Trackers: Nonfiction companions to your
favorite Magic Tree House adventures Have
more fun with Jack and Annie at
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MagicTreeHouse.com!
Big art for little hands, this enchanting
activity book allows young artists to
explore the world of Leonardo Da Vinci's
masterpieces on their own terms and with
plenty of space to color outside the
lines.
The famous Renaissance artist and inventor
Leonardo da Vinci is the twentieth hero in
the New York Times bestselling picture
book biography series. This friendly, fun
biography series focuses on the traits
that made our heroes great--the traits
that kids can aspire to in order to live
heroically themselves. Each book tells the
story of an icon in a lively,
conversational way that works well for the
youngest nonfiction readers and that
always includes the hero's childhood
influences. At the back are an excellent
timeline and photos. This book features
Leonardo da Vinci, the Renaissance artist
and inventor.
A fun introduction to one of historys most
brilliant minds, this title is the first
biography within the Ivy Kids 30 Seconds
series. Children will learn about the life
of the original Renaissance man, and will
discover how da Vincis influence, from his
masterpiece paintings to his innovative
inventions, has shaped art and culture in
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the modern world. Each spread is presented
in a neat 30-second soundbite, supported
by a 3-second flash summary and full-page,
colourful illustration. Active missions
support the topics and encourage kids to
find out more. With stunning artwork, the
attention-grabbing format is engaging and
immediate, introducing readers aged from 8
up to the legacy of a genius.
Michelangelo
The Genius of Leonardo Da Vinci
Monday with a Mad Genius
Kid Artists
True Tales of Childhood from Creative
Legends

An introduction to Leonardo da Vinci's genius focusing on his
famous notebook sketches and the modern inventions they
predicted. In 1781, Thomas Paine came up with a model for a
single-span bridge; in 1887, Adolf Eugen Fick made the first
pair of contact lenses; and in 1907, Paul Cornu built the first
helicopter. But Leonardo da Vinci thought of all these ideas
more than five hundred years ago! At once an artist, inventor,
engineer, and scientist, da Vinci wrote and drew detailed
descriptions of what would later become hang gliders,
automobiles, robots, and much more. In Neo Geo, Gene
Barretta cleverly shows how Leonardo's ideas—many
inspired by his love of nature—foreshadowed modern
inventions, offering a window into the future.
Volume 1 of 2-volume set. Total of 1,566 extracts includes
writings on painting, sculpture, architecture, anatomy, mining,
inventions, and music. Dual Italian-English texts, with 186
plates plus over 500 additional drawings.
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George the sheep begins to shrink whenever it rains, so his
shepherd takes matters into his own hands to create an
invention to prevent George from shrinking.
Leonardo smiled, and he explained that a person s life is just
a moment in infinity. During that moment, no one can do and
know all that they would like.
Leonardo Da Vinci for Kids
The Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo da Vinci for Kids
Leonardo da Vinci: Artist, Inventor and Scientist - Art History
Lessons for Kids | Children's Art Books
The Train to Impossible Places
Young Leonardo da Vinci was very curious. He would closely
observe the world around him and pay great attention to details. If
you look at his work, you will notice a keen sense of details. It’s as if
he memorized and replicated every little thing he sees. This art
history lesson for kids will give you a glimpse into the curious mind
of Leonardo. Grab a copy today!
Explore the exciting history of robotics from automatons, the Three
Laws of Robotics, Elektro, the Unimate, and Sophia to AI!Readers
will learn about the amazing scientists, inventors, and innovators
throughout history whose work shaped the development of
robotics.Table of contents, diagram, fun facts, a glossary, and an
index are included. Aligned to Common Core Standards and
correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of
Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Illustrations and text portray the life of Leonardo da Vinci, who
gained fame as an artist through such works as the Mona Lisa, and as
a scientist by studying various subjects including human anatomy
and flight.
Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children's Book Prize 2019
Shortlisted for the Branford Boase Award 2019 Shortlisted for the
IBW Book Awards 2019 All aboard for a magical journey... When
Suzy hears a strange noise in the middle of the night, she creeps
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downstairs to find a train roaring through her house. But this is no
ordinary train. This is the magical delivery express for The Union of
Impossible Places. Whisked onboard by a troll-boy, Suzy's world is
turned upside down when she's asked to deliver a cursed package to
a fearsome sorceress. And quite suddenly, Suzy realizes the fate of
the Impossible Places is in her hands... Except when the mysterious
package begs not to be delivered, Suzy discovers the fate of the
Impossible Places might just be in her hands...
Their Lives and Ideas, 21 Activities
Children's Educational Book 'Junior Leonardo Da Vinci'
30 Fascinating Topics about the Life and Times of Leonardo Da
Vinci
The Genius of Leonardo
I Am Leonardo Da Vinci

Leonardo da Vinci for KidsHis Life and Ideas,
21 ActivitiesChicago Review Press
Da Vinci was able to produce remarkably
accurate depictions of the "ideal" human
figure. This exceptional collection reprints 59
sketches of the skeleton, skull, upper and
lower extremities, embryos, and other
subjects.
ABOUT 'SMART READS for Kids'...”Love Art,
Love Learning” Welcome. Designed to expand
and inspire young minds; this is a range of
short educational books (with supporting free
online resources) for ages 7+. Although one
great artist's life and work are always the
central theme, wider learning is encouraged
as follows: • Geography & History. Locations
or events mentioned are always accompanied
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by a colourful map or a snippet of history so
that the opportunity to learn some general
knowledge does not pass the young reader
by. • Vocabulary. A manageable number of
new words are introduced and reused. They
are always in bold with clear definitions and
pronunciations. There is also a Glossary. •
Maths. At least one maths statement and its
accompanying calculation is always included.
• Concentration. Each book is in the friendly
first person and a trail of footprints always
leads to a cartoon animal at the end. The
author asks questions of the reader and there
is always a quiz. These features keep children
engaged and encourage them to form their
own opinions. There is a high ratio of images
to text. ABOUT JUNIOR LEONARDO DA
VINCI Da Vinci was of course far more than a
great artist. The full journey of his life is
covered including: an account of everyday
Renaissance Italy with its tyrannous leaders,
the historically precocious and inquisitive
nature of Leonardo's mind, his inventions, the
story of his secret mirror writing (which
provides an opportunity to learn a little about
shapes with symmetry) and the mysteries of
the Mona Lisa. There's also a simple recipe
for Renaissance paint and some dragon
hunting! On this journey children will
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encounter all of da Vinci's most famous
paintings and drawings—no child will fail to
be inspired. DETAILS: Locations Mapped:
Present day and Renaissance Italy, Greece,
France and The Ottoman Empire.Paintings
and Drawings: 30 including: The Mona Lisa,
The Last Supper, Vitruvian Man, sketches of
flying, hydraulic and combat machines, The
Baptism of Christ, Michelangelo's Sistine
Chapel, The Virgin & Child with St. Anne and
John the Baptist. Vocabulary Defined:
Anatomy, Apprenticeship, Baptism, Blood
Vessels, Catapult, Circa, City state, Curiosity,
Engineer, Euro, Genius, Infinite, Luxuries,
Observe, Obsessed, Orbit, Polymath,
Renaissance, Ridiculous and Symmetry. New
Artists Introduced: Michelangelo and Ingres.
Broader Topics: Why the Renaissance
occurred, the importance of freethinking and
the modern scientific method, the value of
pursuing many interests and seeing projects
through to the end. Online Resources:
-Printable colouring sheets (including the
Mona Lisa) and a children's fun design
challenge. -A colour slide show containing all
the images used. This is accessed via a
password which is given at the back of the
book. (A test version is available to try before
you buy. Visit theportraitplace.co.uk and
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select 'Hardware Solutions' in the 'SMART
READS for Kids' dropdown menu.) Words:
3900 NOTE: THIS BOOK IS ALSO
AVAILABLE ON AMAZON IN US ENGLISH
OTHER BOOKS FROM 'SMART READS FOR
KIDS' Junior Vincent van Gogh (paperback
and Kindle). Learn 20 French Words with
Junior Claude Monet (currently Kindle only).
Junior Edgar Degas (currently Kindle only).
What do you do in a Drawing Room? (Fiction).
Enjoy Leo's adventures in a world of magical
and mischievous art (currently Kindle only).
REVIEWS OF BOOKS IN THIS SERIES "Love,
love, love this book! Great addition to our
homeschool art books. I hope this becomes a
series of books, would love to get
more!"-Customer, Iowa "I wanted to do some
painting myself after I read this book, I've
learnt so much”-Customer, UK "This story
was fabulous. Our son couldn't stop reading
it."-Customer, Canada
Leonardo da Vinci’s notebooks are mindboggling evidence of a fifteenth-century
scientific genius standing at the edge of the
modern world, basing his ideas on
observation and experimentation. This book
will change children’s ideas of who Leonardo
was and what it means to be a scientist.
Journal of Inventions
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Leonardo da Vinci
Leonardo, Beautiful Dreamer
Robotics
The Leonardo Da Vinci Sketchbook
"He was history's most creative genius. What secrets can
he teach us? The [bestselling biographer] brings
Leonardo da Vinci to life in this exciting new biography.
Drawing on thousands of pages from Leonardo's
astonishing notebooks and new discoveries about his life
and work, Walter Isaacson weaves a narrative that
connects his art to his science. He shows how
Leonardo's genius was based on skills we can improve in
ourselves, such as passionate curiosity, careful
observation, and an imagination so playful that it flirted
with fantasy. His creativity, like that of other great
innovators, came from standing at the intersection of the
humanities and technology. He peeled flesh off the faces
of cadavers, drew the muscles that move the lips, and
then painted history's most memorable smile on the Mona
Lisa. He explored the math of optics, showed how light
rays strike the cornea, and produced illusions of changing
perspectives in The Last Supper. Isaacson also
describes how Leonardo's lifelong enthusiasm for staging
theatrical productions informed his paintings and
inventions. His ability to combine art and science, made
iconic by his drawing of what may be himself inside a
circle and a square, remains the enduring recipe for
innovation. His life should remind us of the importance of
instilling, both in ourselves and our children, not just
received knowledge but a willingness to question it; to be
imaginative and, like talented misfits and rebels in any
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era, to think different."--Jacket.
The bizarre and often humorous creations of René
Magritte, Joan Mir&ó, Salvador Dal&í, and other
surrealists are showcased in this activity guide for young
artists. Foremost among the surrealists, Salvador Dal&í
was a painter, filmmaker, designer, performance artist,
and eccentric self-promoter. His famous icons, including
the melting watches, double images, and everyday
objects set in odd contexts, helped to define the way
people view reality and encourage children to view the
world in new ways. Dal&í's controversial life is explored
while children trace the roots of some familiar modern
images. These wild and wonderful activities include
making Man Ray&–inspired solar prints, filming a Daliesque dreamscape video, writing surrealist poetry,
making collages, and assembling art with found objects.
Hilarious childhood biographies and full-color illustrations
reveal how Leonardo da Vinci, Beatrix Potter, Keith
Haring, and other great artists in history coped with
regular-kid problems. Every great artist started out as a
kid. Forget the awards, the sold-out museum exhibitions,
and the timeless masterpieces. When the world’s most
celebrated artists were growing up, they had regular-kid
problems just like you. Jackson Pollock’s family moved
constantly—he lived in eight different cities before he was
sixteen years old. Georgia O’Keeffe lived in the shadow
of her “perfect” older brother Francis. And Jean-Michel
Basquiat triumphed over poverty to become one of the
world’s most influential artists. Kid Artists tells their stories
and more with full-color cartoon illustrations on nearly
every page. Other subjects include Claude Monet, Jacob
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Lawrence, Leonardo da Vinci, Vincent van Gogh, Pablo
Picasso, Frida Kahlo, Beatrix Potter, Yoko Ono, Dr.
Seuss, Emily Carr, Keith Haring, Charles Schulz, and
Louise Nevelson.
In this gripping biography of Michelangelo, learn what
influenced his art and his actions, and find out why he is
still important today.
Leonardo the Artist
Scientists and Inventors
Salvador Dalí and the Surrealists
Learn Interesting Facts And Meet Famous People With
Carter The Farter's Hilarious Time-Travel Adventures.
Preteens 8-12.
Leonardo and the Flying Boy
The marriage of art and science is celebrated in this
beautifully illustrated four-color biography and activity book.
Kids will begin to understand the important discoveries that da
Vinci made through inspiring activities like determining the
launch angle of a catapult, sketching birds and other animals,
creating a map, learning to look at a painting, and much more.
Includes a glossary, bibliography, listing of pertinent museums
and Web sites, a timeline, and many interesting sidebars.
Leonardo da Vinci was an artist, scientist, and inventor during
the Italian Renaissance. He is considered by many to be one of
the most talented and intelligent people of all time. This
famous peoples books Learn will teach kids all about the lives
and times of Leonardo da Vinci commonly called Leonardo.
Enjoy!
Based on the master's notebooks, this pop-up journal with
moveable parts and colorful illustrations examines and
explores his creative thinking and inventions, including an inPage 11/20
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depth look at his flying machine, coil-spring clock
mechanisms, and designs for armored vehicles.
Presents an overview of the life and accomplishments of
Leonardo da Vinci, describing his style and the lasting
influence of the Italian artist.
How to Think Like Leonardo Da Vinci
Who Was Leonardo Da Vinci?
A Children's Book Inspired by Leonardo Da Vinci
A Biography Book for New Readers
Funny Machines for George the Sheep
Part of the highly-successful Anholt's Artists series
about great painters, which tells the stories of real
meetings between world-famous artists and the
children who knew them. Zoro is the young pupil of
the amazing painter, sculptor, scientist and inventor,
Leonardo da Vinci. Every day he works hard in
Leonardo's workshop, mixing colours, cleaning
paintbrushes and practising his drawings. But he is
never allowed inside the secret locked room, where
Leonardo spends hours hammering and sawing at a
mysterious invention. One day Leonardo brings a
mischievous boy named Salai to work for him. He is
so intrigued by the secret room that he steals the
keys to find out what is inside... Leonardo and the
Flying Boy provides an exciting introduction to the
great genius of the Italian Renaissance, with
reproductions of Leonardo's own work.
With more than 3 million fans, TheDadLab has
quickly become an online sensation by creating a
solution for parents when they hear the dreaded 'I'm
bored' complaint, and now, for the first time, Sergei
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Urban has transferred his most popular experiments
to print in this beautifully illustrated and mindblowing book! Using everyday ingredients that you
can find in your kitchen cupboard, Sergei shows
experiments that are not only fun for children, but
fun for adults too! With 40 wonderful activities,
including 15-never-before-posted, TheDadLab
includes additional information not found on his
online posts: each activity will feature a detailed
explanation simplifying the information that stems
from the fields of Science, Technology, engineering,
and Mathematics (STEM) for a parent to help explain
their curious child and answer the questions 'how'
and 'why.'
FREE AUDIO WITH PAPERBACKSonny Davis said
this was EDU-TAINMENT at it's best. Perfect for kids
or for word lovers alike, ages preteen, 8-12.The
reviews are saying Adults are also enjoying this fun
little book.This series is about a little boy who timetravels. He discovers and learns about the
interesting life-stories of the famous people he
meets......but there is a twist. Children will love this
engaging biography series that focuses on stories
built around the biographies and life-stories of
heroes, icons and famous people. The main
character, Carter the Farter, has Celiac Disease but
he has turned his condition into educational and
entertaining adventures. This book is a fun and
hilariously written story that is full of facts and
spiced with a few good morals and some funny
jokes. Readers learn that Carter the Farter has been
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transported back in time and meets Leonardo da
Vinci, who is the Italian born genius of the
Renaissance period. He was a famous artist,
musician, scientist, inventor and designer of the
flying machines, submarines, helicopters, tanks and
much more. Included is a Report, a Timeline and a
Fact Sheet.
Presents the life and accomplishments of the
famous Renaissance artist, scientist, engineer, and
inventor.
Leonardo Da Vinci in 30 Seconds
Leonardo Da Vinci on Art and the Artist
Leonardo Da Vinci. Il Codice Leicester
From Leonardo Da Vinci to Isaac Asimov
His Life and Ideas, 21 Activities
A new kid-friendly tour of art history from
the Newbolds In this sequel to the tour de
force children’s art-history picture book If
Picasso Painted a Snowman, Amy Newbold
conveys nineteen artists’ styles in a few
deft words, while Greg Newbold’s chameleonlike artistry shows us Edgar Degas’ dinosaur
ballerinas, Cassius Coolidge’s dinosaurs
playing Go Fish, Hokusai’s dinosaurs surfing
a giant wave, and dinosaurs smelling flowers
in Mary Cassatt’s garden; grazing in Grandma
Moses’ green valley; peeking around Diego
Rivera's orchids in Frida Kahlo’s portrait;
tiptoeing through Baishi’s inky bamboo; and
cavorting, stampeding, or hiding in canvases
by Henri Matisse, Andy Warhol, Frida Kahlo,
Franz Marc, Harrison Begay, Alma Thomas,
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Aaron Douglas, Mark Rothko, Lois Mailou
Jones, Marguerite Zorach, and Edvard Munch.
And, of course, striking a Mona Lisa pose for
Leonardo da Vinci. As in If Picasso Painted a
Snowman, our guide for this tour is an
engaging beret-topped hamster who is joined
in the final pages by a tiny dino artist.
Thumbnail biographies of the artists identify
their iconic works, completing this tour of
the creative imagination.
A young reader's introduction to the life and
works of Leonardo da Vinci describes his
royal patrons, fascination with nature and
the human body, many experiments and designs,
and realistic style. Reprint.
Learn about an inventor, musician, engineer,
scientist and painter of the world-famous
Mona Lisa. Includes grey-scale illustrations,
table of contents, bibliography and
timelines. Chapter Book: 9 chapters.
Join Katie as she steps into some of the most
famous paintings in the world for an exciting
art adventure! When the Mona Lisa's smile
goes missing, it's up to Katie to help find
it again. On the way, they meet a princess, a
dragon, a winged lion and an angel. But can
Katie make the Mona Lisa smile again? 'A
wonderful way to engage children with art. A
brilliant combination of education and
storytelling' - Parents in Touch (Katie's
Picture Show) This first introduction to
Italian Renaissance art features five great
masterpieces: Mona Lisa by Leonardo Da Vinci,
St George and the Dragon by Raphael,
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Primavera by Sandro Botticelli, The Lion of
St Mark by Vittore Carpaccio and An Angel in
Red with a Lute by Giovanni Ambrogio de
Predis. Classic picture book character,
Katie, has been delighting children for over
25 years. Why not collect all 13 titles in
the series? Katie's Picture Show Katie and
the Impressionists Katie and the Sunflowers
Katie and the British Artists Katie and the
Waterlily Pond Katie and the Starry Night
Katie and the Spanish Princess Katie and the
Bathers Katie in London Katie's London
Christmas Katie in Scotland Katie and the
Dinosaurs
Katie and the Mona Lisa
If da Vinci Painted a Dinosaur
TheDadLab: 40 Quick, Fun and Easy Activities
to do at Home
The Ageless Ideas of Leonardo da Vinci

"Two of Leonardo's notebooks, having
been officially lost since 1830, were
rediscovered in the Biblioteca
Nacional, Madrid, in 1965... On the
basis of the wealth of new material in
the notebooks, a group of the world's
leading Vincians contributed to a
reassessment of the many facets of
Leonardo's genius, a large-scale
collection of essays, which was
published as The Unknown Leonardo. The
present book...is
reprinted in smaller
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format from that voluminous work"--from
Introduction (page 7).
Leonardo daVinci was one of the
greatest anatomists ever to have lived.
He dissected more than thirty human
corpses in order to explore every
aspect of anatomy and physiology. His
findings are recorded in drawings of
unparalleled beauty and lucidity, as
well as in notes that bear witness to
his astonishing insights into the
subject. This book presents 87 of the
finest of these documents - the largest
showing of Leonardo's anatomical
studies there has ever been - with a
full discussion of their anatomical
content and their significance in
Leonardo's pioneering work. It is an
essential work of reference for the
Leonardo enthusiast as well as a unique
exploration of the anatomy of the human
body itself.
Alphabetical articles profile the life
and work of notable scientists and
inventors from antiquity to the
present, beginning with Jean Louis
Rodolphe Agassiz and concluding with
the Wright Brothers.
Discover the life of Leonardo da
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Vinci--a story about uncovering new
things for kids ages 6 to 9 Leonardo da
Vinci was a famous artist and thinker.
He created well-known paintings like
the Mona Lisa and The Last Supper, and
even had ideas for modern-day
inventions like cars and contact
lenses. Before he amazed the world with
his creative mind, he was a bright kid
who loved asking questions. As a
teenager, he studied under an expert
artist who taught him different ways to
create, like painting and sculpting.
Explore how Leonardo went from being a
thoughtful young boy to an artistic
genius whose artwork still hangs in
museums all over the world. The Story
of Leonardo da Vinci includes: Core
curriculum standards--Learn the Who,
What, Where, When, Why, and How of
Leonardo's life, and test your
knowledge with a fun quiz. His lasting
legacy--Discover more about how
Leonardo da Vinci changed the world for
future generations, including you! A
visual timeline--Explore a timeline
marking the major milestones of
Leonardo's life so you can watch him
progress from a little kid to a
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brilliant artist. How will Leonardo's
unstoppable imagination inspire you?
Coloring Book
Leonardo Da Vinci. Karen Ball and Rosie
Dickins
An Introduction to the Art, Science and
Inventions of This Great Genius' Age 7
8 9 10 Year-Olds. [British English]
The Story of Leonardo Da Vinci
Carter the Farter Meets Leonardo Da
Vinci
New edition, including a new introduction by the
author, of this inspiring guide to developing your
full potential. A perfect buy for the business
market as well as those wishing to explore their
power of their brain, this book shows you how to
imitate Leonardo Da Vinci's thought processes
and so enhance your aptitude in every area of
your life. Learn how to fulfill your true potential
by developing the thought processes used by
Renaissance master Leonardo Da Vinci. Simply by
imitating his insatiable quest for information and
experience, we can all enhance our own aptitude
in all facets of our lives. Michael Gelb discusses
the seven fundamental elements of Da Vinci's
thought process and offers practical ways to
incorporate them into our own lives. The
techniques outlined in the book help readers to
develop the same traits of whole-brain thinking,
creative problem solving and continuous
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learning, all of which are vital in today's world.
Numerous exercises, anecdotes and illustrations
help readers to master these techniques and
create a personal and professional renaissance of
their very own.
Master of art, science, philosophy, architecture
and much more, Leonardo da Vinci was the
definition of a Renaissance Man. While many of
his works were left unfinished or have badly
deteriorated, his drawings and words preserve his
genius and remain a critical resource for artists
today. Delve into one of history's greatest minds,
and be guided and inspired by his works and
wisdom in The Leonardo da Vinci Sketchbook.
From anatomical studies to tonal compositions,
master essential techniques, principles and
subjects. Pore over the most compelling details of
Leonardo's work and follow the guided projects
within to become a master draughtsman.
Leonardo Da Vinci Biography for Kids
Leonardo Da Vinci
Anatomist
Leonardo's Anatomical Drawings
Neo Leo
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